is the final novel by Nobel laureate Jose Saramago who died in 2010.

Paul Pilkington wrote the mystery novel *The One You __*

The 2011 Caldecott winner was *A __ Day for Amos McGee*

*The __ All the Time* is by Donald Ray Pollock, author of *Knockemstiff*.

*Please Look After Mom* by Kyung-Sook Shin takes place in __, Korea.

Anne Patchett's *State of Wonder* is set in the __ jungle.

*In the Garden of ___* by Erik Larson takes place in Hitler's Berlin.

Christine wakes up with amnesia every day in ___ *I Go to Sleep*.

*Beauty ___* by Libby Bray is *Lost* for teenage pageant contestants.

Natalie, a doctor, is the protagonist of *The ___ Wife* by Tea Obreht.

*Son of ___ and Throne of Fire* are both by Rick Riordan.

*The Art of ___* is the debut novel by Chad Harbach.

*Moon Over ___* by Clare Vanderpool was the Newbery winner.

*The ___ Plot* is Jeffrey Eugenides' latest novel.

*Hooray for Amanda and Her ___* is the latest picture book by Mo Willems.

*22 ___ Road* by Amanda Hodgkinson looks at a family separated by war

* ___ of Witches* by Deborah Harkness is first in the *All Souls Trilogy*.

* ___ by Veronica Roth is the first book in a new dystopian series.*

*Dead ___* is Charlaine Harris' 11th book about Sookie Stackhouse.

*WWII survival tale: Lost in ___* by Mitchell Zuckoff.

He came out with *Good Eats 3: The Later Years*.

* ___ by Tina Fey of *Saturday Night Live* and 30 Rock fame.

*Her Blue Nights* is about losing a daughter and growing old.

Novel by Francisco Goldman chronicling his grief over losing his wife.

*The ___: A History, a Theory, a Flood* is by James Gleick.

* ___ by Christopher Paolini is the final book in the series*.

* ___ with Einstein: The Art of Science and Remembering Everything*.

He wrote 11/22/63 about time travel and the JFK assassination.